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Violence spreads
os truckers protest
By The Associated Press
A strike by independent truck
drivers seeking lower fuel prices and
higher hauling rates spread across the
country yesterday, while violence
flared in scattered areas and officials
gathered in Pittsburgh, Pa., to deal
with the shutdown
The shutdowns are moving east to
west and are growing rapidly." said
Roger Galloway, spokesman for
Overdrive Magazine "Many more
truckers will be joining by tomorrow
morning '
Galloway said the strike had hit two
of the nation's largest stops in El Paso.
Tex., and Tucson. Ariz
Pennsylvania authorities said the

SBO elections
Anyone interested in running for an
office in the Student Body Organization
i SBO I must file a declaration of
candidacy by Tuesday in 405 Student
Services Bldg.. or in the Commuter
Center.
Prospective candidates must attend
a mandatory campaign procedures
meeting at 7 p.m Feb. 10 or II in 405
Student Services Bldg. Candidates
must attend one of the meetings to
have their names placed on the official
ballot
Campaigning will begin Feb 12 with
elections scheduled for Feb 27
Officers to be selected are president,
vice president, representative to the
board of trustees, coordinators of
cultural, academic, and state and
community affairs, eight at-large
members of the steering committee
and the at-large director of the Union
Activities Organization

death of a trucker west of Allentown.
Pa., was apparently precipitated by a
large rock thrown through the
windshield on his cab.
STATE POLICE called the death a
homicide They identified the victim as
Ronald Engst. 33. of Spring Grove. Pa.
Authorities found a large rock in the
truck after it crashed off U.S. 22 "It's
obvious to me someone threw it." said
Police Sgt. John Repko
Officials elsewhere reported
shooting and rock throwing incidents
as independent truckers shut down
their rigs to protest high fuel prices
and low hauling rates.
The Ohio Highway Patrol and West
Virginia Stale Police reported they
were providing escorts to truckers who
feared incidents on the highways.
"IT'S GOING to get rough now."
said one truck stop employee in
Indiana "It's best to go along with
these men "
In Charlotte, N.C . a spokesman lor
Hennis Freight Lines said all 136 of his
contract carriers had been taken off
the road lor fear of violence.
it's not that they want to pull off
They're afraid." said the Hennis
spokesman. "They say they'll wait until
Monday to see what happehs."
The manager of the Michigan truck
stop near the Ohio line. Ed
Vollenweider. said business was off 6070 per cent
it is quiet." he said "We haven't
had any violence, and I'm very hopelul
If it's going to stay slow, we can live
with that."
THE STRIKE had been called (or
early yesterday, but confusion spread
among the haulers Some thought the

shutdown was scheduled for this
morning.
However, strike leaders said the
shutdown will be nationwide and
lengthy
The impact of the shutdowns hit Ohio
and Pennsylvania as well as parts of
West Virginia. Indiana
North
Carolina.
New Jersey and
Connecticut.
Steelmakers in Youngitown and
Washington Court House, Ohio, said
they were unable to ship by truck
At Washington Court House south of
Columbus, a spokesman for Armco
Steel Corp.. said the firm was closing
indefinitely because of the truck
shortage The plant employs 565
persons Spokesmen lor Republican
Steel Corp and Youngstown Sheet &
Tube CO.. both of Youngstown.
reported truck movement at their
plants "had dried up."
IN ELKINS. WVa. officials of
Kelly's Founpry Co. said most of the
plant's employees have been laid off
because trucks have not been able to
deliver raw materials The plant has
150 employees.
Police were on duty at a power plant
near Albright in Preston, W Va.. to
permit arrival of coal trucks on the
scene. They said picketers were
attempting to stop the trucks.
Jack r.. ni.ii kin president ol a food
supply company in Youngstown. said
he was sending his 35 drivers out on the
road alter getting assurances of safety
from a local spokesman for the
truckers Tamarkin had said the rigs
would not roll until he got the
guarantee

University awaiting decision
on $227,000 subsidy issue
Administrators are still awaiting a
decision from the state attorney
generals office on the $227,000 in
adjusted enrollment subsidies withheld
from the University.
"We were told we might receive a
decision this week, but at this point,
there has been no response." Dr. Del
Hilyard. executive assistant to
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr . said yesterday.
The State Controlling Board decided
to withhold the release of $227,000 on
Dec 26 on the grounds the University
had exceeded its enrollment ceiling
THE UNIVERSITY exceeded the
15,000-student enrollment ceiling set by
the legislature by 412 students.
Last Friday, the administration
submitted questions concerning the
subsidy issue to the state attorney
general's office.

"The questions were designed to get
at the definition of a full-time and nonresident student for subsidy purposes."
Dr Hilyard said
Non-resident students were included
in the calculation of the University's
. entitlement to adjusted subsidies but
the last two biennial appropriations
have prohibited the Regents from
including non-residents in enrollment .
computations.
WHETHER THEY should be
included in the University's current
subsidy entitlement will be decided
About 900 non-resident students are
enrolled at the University and
excluding them from calculations
would bring the enrollment figure
below the ceiling.
The adjusted enrollment subsidies
are distributed at the end of each year
by the controling board of recom-

mendatioi. .urn the Board of Regents
DR. MOORE last month said he
objects to extra funds being given to
Ohio University and Central State
University, both of which had greatly
decreased enrollment this year, at the
expense of the University
Both schools will receive increased
allocations even though their earnings
are low due to decreased enrollment.

"SO FAR we've been very
disappointed. How can we get a viable
student input if the student leaders in
each living unit aren't even willing to
cooperate?" Melecki asked

Weather
Mostly lun.y and cold today.
Highs la the upper 2es and lower
St*. Increasing cloidiien
tonight with dunce of rain late
tonight and tomorrow. Lows
tonight In the middle to lower IBs.
Highs tomorrow la the 4es.
Probability of precipitation near
lero today aad 31 per cent tonight.

SEC is working on the energy
problem with the Legislative Service
Commission, a resesearch group in
Columbus
IN RESPONSE to a Commission
request for suggestions on energy
conservation, SEC recommended the
establishment of regional energy
research centers.
The committee also suggested state
government allocation of funds for the
University to purchase energy
monitoring equipment like that being
used at Purdue University.
The Purdue plan uses monitoring
devices to determine how much energy
has been used in each building. If a
department saves energy, it is
monetarily reimbursed.

Fire in room 104 of the Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternity house last night caused
estimated damage of less than $1,000.
The fire alarm was pulled shortly
before 9:30
Bowling Green Fire Chief Howard
Rutter said the fire was "accidental."
"It was an embarrassing situation
and 1 don't want to call attention to it,"
Rutter said.
The fire, which started on the top of
a clothes wardrobe, burnt the side of
the wardrobe and charred the ceiling.
Damage was primarily to the room
and not personal belongings
Two matresses. a bed frame, a llgkt
fixture and a small piece c. carpeting
were damaged.
The two occupants, Patrick Boyle,
sophomore |A&S>, and Gary Lustic,
junior (AiS). were not in the room
when the fire started.
Boyle said Rutter told him the cause
of the fire.
"It was indeed embarrassing. Chief
Rutter told us it would be best if we
didn't tell anyone," Boyle said.
Five fraternity members were in the
lounge with guests shortly before 9:30.
One member walked into the hallway
and smelled smoke. After the alarm

ABC-TV newsmen Sam Donaldson
and Ted Koppel will kick off the second
Political Awareness Week Monday
Both will meet with journalism
students at WBGU-TV studios. Troupe
Street. Their 11a.m. meeting is open to
the public.
Donaldson will be in Commons at
12:30 p.m.. Offenhauer's main lounge
at 2:30 p.m. and Kohl's main lounge at
4p.m.
Koppel will be in Founders at 12:30
p.m.. Kriescher at 2:30 p.m and
McDonald North at 4 p.m.
The two newsmen will conduct an
open forum on world and national
affairs at 8 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom, Union

He cited the publicizing of
conservation campaigns in Conklin and
Darrow Halls as
"exceptional
examples" of ways living units can
cooperate.
"Right now we're noting a lessening
in consciousness about the energy
crisis because it's not a fad anymore.
I'm afraid that once winter quarter is
over, people are going to think they
won't need to conserve energy
anymore," he said.

Fire damages fraternity room ;
cause explained as 'accidental'
was pulled three other members tried
to put out the fire with extinguishers,
but smoke prevented them from
getting on the other side of the
wardrobe where the fire started.
Rutter said the room will require a

complete cleaning and painting. Other
fraternity members were not forced to
evacuate their rooms.
The fraternity house is on the
southwest corner of old fraternity row.

And at Fact Line...
On any one night. Fact Line workers
may take students' questions ranging
from the nine o'clock movie to the
latest campus rumor.
But last night. Patrick Boyle, who
answered Fact Line calls in an office
on the eight floor of the Administration
bldg., received a call he wasn't
expecting He was told his room at the
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity house was
damaged by fire.
He said he received a call at about
9:20 from someone who wanted the
telephone number of the Bowling
Green Fire Department
"Four minutes later, I heard sirens
and looked out the window from the
eighth floor, "he said.
Ten minutes later a phone call from
Clifton Boutelle, director of News
Service, informed him there was a fire

at the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity
house.
"A little while later, one of the little
slsses from the fraternity called and
told me it was my room," Boyle said.
"Different people were calling and
telling me different things. Some said
the fire was serious and others said it
wasn't."
What was his first reaction to the
phone call?
"I just got scared and I started
worrying. Another Fact Line worker
came to relieve me and I immediately
came over here (to the fraternity
house)."
After the firemen left and the crowd
outside the house dispersed, Boyle
stood and stared at the charred
personal belongings

TV newsmen here Monday

Energy committee readies
conservation suggestions
Student Energy Committee I SEC)
met in Rodgers Quadrangle yesterday
to finalize suggestions on energy
conservation it plans to submit to the
Task Force on Campus Energy
Conservation next week
SEC sent questionnaires to oncampus living units two weeks ago but
response has been minimal.
"The University has given students a
chance to be represented, and we're
trying to gather opinions so that they
can be represented." SEC chairman
Tom Melecki. junior I A&SI said.

A Hre which started on top of a cloth* i ward rob* in room 104 of Iho Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity house caused an ettimated damage of less than $1,000.
Howard Rutter, Bowling Green fire chief said the fire was "occidental".
(Newsphoto by Steven Hanson)

Sam Donaldson

DONALDSON RECENTLY covered
the Watergate hearings for CBS He
was a floor correspondent at the 1972

Democratic and Republican conventions
Koppel has been state department
correspondent since 1971. He has
covered American diplomatic
activities since then.
Prior to his present assignment.
Koppel was Hong Kong bureau chief.
He also accompanied President Nixon
on his visit to China.
Donaldson's and Koppel s appearances are sponsored by Cultural Boost.
Residene Programs and Student
Activities.
TUESDAY'S PROGRAM for Political Awareness Week includes a 10 a.m.
discussion of "Science and Politics" by
Dr. George Siedal. assistant professor
of business law. and Dr. Elliot Blinn,
associate professor of chemistry, in
the Commuter Center.

Ted Koppel

Stennis announces spy probe
WASHINGTON (API - The Senate Armed Services
Committee voted yesterday to investigate alleged
high-level military spying on Henry A Kissinger
which was uncovered by the White House plumbers
operation during their investigation of news leaks.
Chairman John C Stennis (D-Miss.l said the
committee decided at a closed session to ask
Kissinger and Adm Thomas Moorer. chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, to testify on the matter next
week.
"AFTER THEY have been heard 'Jie committee
will decide what further steps to take," Stennis said.
Stennis said he has spent much of his time in recent
weeks looking into reports that certain national
security documents were transmitted without

authority from the National Security Council headed
by Kissinger to Moorer's office at the Pentagon.
Stennis said he has discussed the matter informally
with Kissinger; Moorer; Defense Secretary James
Schlesinger. White House chief of staff Alexander
Haig, who formerly was Kissinger's top deputy, and
with members of his committee and other members
of the Senate.
"From Secretary Kissinger and Adm. Moorer 1
obtained letters outlining their participation in this
matter." Stennis said.
Stennis said the Kissinger-Moorer testimony will be
taken in executive session, closed to the press and the
public.
"BUT WE hope to release transcripts as soon as

possible after national security items have been
deleted." he said.
A 1971 White House investigation of news leaks
turned up evidence that White House military aides
were passing unauthorized information about
National Security Council proceedings to the
Pentagon.
The Pentagon has said overzealousness by the aides
was responsible for the action but denied national
security was threatened.
The plumbers, set up to investigate several alleged
national security leaks, were headed by Egil Krogh
Jr.. who was sentenced last week to six months in
prison for the burglary of the office of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist.
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health center ills examined

'accidental' fire

By Wll Hemler
Uaivenlty Ambulance Service
Gueit Student Columnist

Last night's fire at the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity house was the
second fire at a Greek unit within a month.
Something must be done to put an end to these tragic incidents. But
student precaution-and not rhetoric-is the answer.
However, how can students take precautions if they don't even know
what to be cautious of?
When Fire Chief Howard Rutter was asked the cause of the fire, he said
it was "accidental."
"It's an embarrassing situation and I don't want to call attention to it,"
he said.
When University property and students' personal belongings end up
charred, everyone must take precautions to make sure fires-whether or
not the causes are "embarrassing"-don't happen again.
If we're not made aware of these situations, let's not expect any better
fire precautions in the future.

The purpose of this article is to offer
an insight to the present services
offered to the BGSU students at the
University Health Center
Many opinions have been voiced
about the inadequate ssrvices offered
and procedural difficulties
encountered. My intention is to offer
some factual evidence along with
personal observations involving the
problems that are afflicting the
students when seeking medical
attention.
The medical facilities at this
University offer an ambulance service
to the students. It was formalized
during the 1971-72 academic year with
a twelve man crew

pressure on council
Academic Council yesterday approved the Modular Achievement
Program's (MAP) environmental studies cluster college, but
disagreement has arisen on whether council is being pressured into
passing such programs.
The environmental studies cluster was listed in the spring quarter
schedule even though it had not been approved until Wednesday. Many
council members said they are being forced to approve the programs
because they are already listed in the schedule.
The environmental studies cluster was favored by most of the council,
but the real issue was the principle of passing the proposal.
The problem occurs because publishing deadlines force administrators
to include unapproved programs in the schedules on the premise the
program can be removed or retracted if not approved by Academic
Council
It seems the easiest way to solve this dilemna is to have the programs
listed in a schedule, but also to state that they are, as yet, not approved
by council.
The schedule could contain Fact Line's phone number so those
interested in the program could find out if it will be available.
Such a system would save hard feelings and have advantages for
Academic Council and those programs such as the environmental studies
cluster, which sponsor the proposals.
It would take the automatic-pass-the-proposal pressure off AcademicCouncil and make clear the availability of the programs for those who
signup.
Misunderstanding between council and proposal sponsors then would
be alleviated.

THIS ALLOWED for two men to be
available twenty four hours a day;

IN OTHER words, the students at

'I HAVE GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS! THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT I ALMOST PASSED THIS
BILL . .

THEN. WHEN it became clear to
him that the facts could no longer be
suppressed, he said that he got some
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But the comparison with Ellsberg is
revealing in more ways than one
Admiral Moorer received leaked
documents, and was reappointed as
chairman of the JCS.

By Jim Wasserman
Editorial Editor
There's one thing we have to give
President Nixon credit lor. He's not
afraid to make shaky political statements about ins accomplishments and
hopes for the future
In these limes of his crippled
administration he's got guts when he
can still look a hostile congress in the
eye and tell them he hopes they can
work logether favorably in his next
three years in office.
DOES HE really expect to last

BUT THE leaked information on
SALT I and on Pakistan almost
certainly came from the Kight. and did
have mischief-making potential in
ongoing negotiations.
The plumbers had a far more
important assignment when they were
checking up on generals than when
they snooped on the lives of Vietnam
doves But fear of hawks had to go
hand in hand with praise of the hawksonly doves could be both spied on and
denounced.
Nixon could no more attack Admiral
Moorer than he would attack
Lieutenant Calley Their excesses are
on the side of authority, war. and
killing.
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THE NEW YORK Times ' received
leaked documents, and was sued by the
Justice Department The military
snoops were quietly shifted, and no
great outcry raised against them
Illegality on the Kight is allowed,
and even covered up But the same
thing on the Left is exploited
politically
This difference cannot be explained
by the relative gravity of the leaked
material The Pentagon Papers had
few if any current military secrets.

THUS A student has to absorb
financially the county hospital
emergency room and physician's fees,
instead of only the Health Center's
after hour fee and suturing fees.
As a student and a member of the
staff at the University Health Center. I
am aware of the needs of the students
as well as the potentials that are
available through the medical
(acilities and personnel on this
campus.

THIS CLINIC is for you. the student,
let's use it and alleviate its problems to
benefit all of us

another three years with his credibility
sinking lower week after week'' The
President must be motivated by blind
optimism in the wake of what he's
already been through
It's doubtful the American public and
the Congress will be satisfied with his
brief mention ol Watergate in
Wednesday's State of the Union
address.
Watergate is certainly what
everyone wanted to hear most about
Watergate is what Kichard Nixon
wanted to tell least about
He said it's time to bring the
investigation to an end One year ol
Watergate is enough "

Those who bring up war crimes are
the ones now treated as criminals.
THE REAL criminals hold high
office, and lie as a matter of course,
and are matter-of-coursely condoned
1974. Universal
Syndicate

Press

IT'S NOT hard to believe that, as he
said, 1973 was not an easy year for
himself and his family
Hut 1973 hain't been easy on John Q
Public either. We've watched the
entire upper echelon of the White
House removed from their respective
officei
Credibility in Nixon and government
is at a record low The people have no
one to look up to in Washington.
What we want is the truth about
Watergate The President and his staff
have consistently roadblocked efforts
to get at the truth.
DESPITE
NIXON'S claim
Wednesday night that he would
cooperate with the House Judiciary
Committee, i which is responsible for
bringing
up
impeachment
proceedings! mysterious events over
the past year lend doubts to his claim
The historic battle for the tapes,
missing tapes, missing tape segments
and doctored tapes show that someone
in a high position wants to keep
evidence out of sight
Those who thought there was a
possibility Nixon will resign were
probably disappointed by his statement
that he has no intention of resigning
Of course Spiro Agnew told a group
of women voters in California he
wouldn't resign either. Two weeks
later he called it quits.

Lerrers

THE MOST amazing part of the
union address was Nixon's hope that
his chief legacy upon completion of his
term would be his efforts to establish
world peace
Everyone knows the President has
been to Russia and China. But what
about Vietnam? Peace with Honor'.'
Hardly What about the wopping
defense budget" In 1974 nearly $100
billion will be spent for defense?
World peace is a sad affair when it
can only be maintained through the
everlasting presence of increased
military technology.
RICHARD NIXON is a shrewd
politician He speaks in generalities.
His ideals never seem to match some
of his actions.
He talks about personal freedom for
all Americans but at the same time
very little has been mentioned about
amnesty for draft evaders since the
Vietnam cease fire was enacted a year
ago
Nixon was sentimental as he told all
freshmen congressmen that they could
possibly be giving their own state of
the union address vears from 1974.
AS EVENTS stand now Wednesday s
address was probably Nixon's last
state of the union message.
The next message will probably be
delivered by the man who sat directly
behind him and to the left-Vice
President Gerald Ford.

butler' like a dirty joke
1 found last week's University
Theatre production of "What the
Butler Saw,'' by JoeOrton. to be highly
unpalatable.
The absurdist philosophy which
pervades this play renders the humor
as well as the characters themselves,
tasteless and impotent
IT MUST be playwrights such as Mr

Orton who serve up scripts for The
Sonny and Cher Show.
Frankly. 1 am tired of having this
kind of garbage put down my throat,
i Being an on-campus resident. I
already get enough of this from the
cafeteria service).
I can sympathize with the
characters, and the situation

presented, but 1 will not laugh at such
mockery!
THOUGH MANY in the audience
Saturday seemed to be enjoying what
was served for their edification, to me
•Butler'' tasted like a Jirty joke!
I thank God for my taste buds.
Chris Boudon
319 Offenhauer West
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Hopefully, this is only temporary, as
was stated by Raymond Whittaker.
Dean of Students, until another
physician is hired.

state of the presidency

Copyright.

That last statement resembles Mr
Nixon's argument that he did not have
to report the burgling of Kllsberg's
doctor's office since that operation
turned out to be "a dry hole ' Burgling
does not count if the burglers don't find
anything worth using

THIS CHANGE was that any patient
received between the hours of 10 p.m.
to 7 a.m. needing sutures for any
laceration must be taken to the county
hospital for treatment.
Since this policy wasn't stated to the
students this leaves the Health Center
personnel on at these hours left to bear
the burden when a patient arrives for
treatment yet to find out he or she has
to journey to the county hospital for
care.

speaking out

The real point ol those papers was
what they did not contain-i e. any
information that would justify the old
argument that Presidents Kennedy.
Johnson and Nixon had information
their critics lacked, information that
would make their war policies look
rational

documents of the sort, come to think of
it-but that he did not know at the time
they were passed on out of channels
(he did learn this later, well before his
original denials'; and. anyway, he
didn't learn anything very
earthshaking from the documents

Last year 170 ambulance runs were
recorded along with 891 service runs in
the station wagon. Isn't this sufficient
evidence proving the need for this
service?
Other incidents of inconveniences
have faced the student seeking medical
attention at this university. A
temporary shortage of physicians at
the Health Center has caused a change
in after-hours policy as stated bv Dr.

Henry Vogtsberger. Chief-of-staif, on
January 21, 1974.

As a student one must understand the
facts and opinions heard concerning
the Health Center and evaluate them
logically as FACTS and OPINIONS.

conservative crime legal?
We are so used to official lying now
that we just yawned our way through
the latest disclosure that a man in high
office had denied facts he knew to be
true
The man is Thomas II Moorer. and
his high office is chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. The Admiral greeted
stories of illegally procured documents
from the National Security Council by
saying he got no such documents

this university are being medically
jeopardized because of the
communication and utilization
problems that have arisen from an
inadequately operating ambulance
service.
This initiates two very important
questions that a student should ask
One. am I receiving adequate health
care and service? Two. what is being
done with the students' general fees;
shouldn't we be offered this needed
service?

THUS THE student must not be
deprived of the medical facilities and
care he or she needs and has paid for.
If adequate services aren't received it
is yours and my duty to expose the
problems so they can be understood
and corrected.
This article isn't meant to emphasize
any type of incompetence on the part of
the University Health Center It is only
intended to reveal two problems now
involving the medical services.

ladybugs arise!
ohio needs you!
Ladybugs and gentlemenbugs, lend me your ears, and your ability to
eat aphids and other pesty insects.
Whether you are male, female or neuter in name, Ohio needs you and
next week approval is needed to make ladybugs (personbugs9) the
official state insect.
A joint House-Senate committee Wednesday took the second step in
making the ladybug Ohio's insect.
For those who think the proposal might be a contradiction of the Equal
Rights Amendment for women, don't let the name of the insect bug you.
House Minority Leader Charles Kurfess (R-83 Perrysburg), who
sponsored resolutions to make the ladybug the official insect, pointed out
that ladybugs come in more than one sex.
Shall we squabble over the ladybugs name while this state continues to
have busboys. chairmen, bat boys, paper boys, mailmen, milkmen and
laymen?

each person working twenty-eight
hours a week in turn for room and
board at the Health Center.
Budget problems arose at the end of
the 1972-73 academic year for the
health services program and a cutback
had to be made. The twelve man crew
was cut in half at the start of this
academic year, allowing for only one
man to be on call to operate the
service.
Now. since most of the members on
the six man crew reside at the Health
Center, an ambulance call can be
accepted and taken if another member
of the crew is available.
If a two man crew is not available
then the student must rely on the
Bowling Green City Ambulance. A fee
is charged for that service and the city
ambulance is already burdened with
the responsibility of the city and
surrounding area.

A NIXON is in no position to let loose
talk about war crimes spread and
become respectable.
If we stop honoring killers, we might
encourage doubts about their
commanders-and where would it all
end'' We must never question war or
the warmakers-is nothing sacred,
after all?
So Ellsberg must be pelted for the
crimes of his opponents Nothing there
to surprise any reasonably clear-eyed
observer of our times.
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Lack of funds stall move

University acquires schoolhouse
By Rick BcnimM
Staff Reporter

Readin and ritin and
rithmetic. taught to the
tune of a hickory stick...
Days of the one-room

Death notice

Little red
schoolhouse

This one-room schoolhouM neat Norwalk

A memorial service
will be held at 4 p.m.
tomorrow in Prout
I'hapel for Barbara
Tenzer Anderson
Anderson. 33. an instructor at the Toledo
art museum, was the
wife of I)r Roger Anderson, professor of politial science
She was found dead
Wednesday morning in
her home at 910 Uustin
Ave
The family asks that
memorial contributions
be made to the Toledo
Museum of Art

Ohio, hat boon

donated to tho University. Now the problem of transporting it
here remains. The schoolhouse is to be rebuilt on campus, just
south of the Education Building. ( Photo courtesy of News
Service)

Joyce

About 30 University stu
dents, primarily from Ins
Andrews' community
recreation class, will
provide the human
resources needed for the
program
THK STl DENTS, mosllv

Living off campus next year?
Interested in moving off campus next year"
Two speeches. Keb 4 and 11. will locus on oil -campus
housing
Kris Erldon, senior iB.A 'and Mike Berthofl. senior
iBA I, both Irani the Student Housing Association will
advise and answer questions about leases, landlords oi any
other aspects ol off-campus living
The two speeches will be on successive Monday nights at 7
in 305 Moselev Hall

WINTER
BLAHS?
ThMt BURGER CHEF* coupons

will twlp brighten your day
and *ave you money too!

E£v Super Shef II
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ice real ion
majors
volunteer their services in
exchange for credit and field
experience
Most of them have
worked in recreation
centers al home." Joyce
said, "and are familiar with
programs of this nature."
"It's a good recreation
program to get into the
schools Many cities don't
have this.'' said Ken
Plummer, junior tEd.l. a
volunteer at (rim Elementary School
1 got into working with
kids at a summer camp, and
I think this is just great.''
said lMiiiniiHT
I really
enjoy it "
Plummer sees hunsell as
an initiator of the
youngsters' small group
activities rather than ailing
as an overseer.
Judy McAtee. sophomore
I Ed. I. another volunteer at
(rim. said she thinks the
boys learn to get along''
through physical activities
such as basketball and floor
hockev

"No one wants to move a
brick, one-room schoolhouse. Elsass said.
He explained that this
type of schoolhouse has no
infernal partitions, the
mortar is usually soft and
builders are reluctant to
move them
He said this led to the
decision to dismantle the
schoolhouse in Norwalk.
transport it to the University ia MI milc tripl and

A recreation supervisor al
the schools does not have an
easy job. volunteer Chris
Tobey sophomore i Ed. >.
said
"WE WORK with people,
and that's a challenge." said
Tobey
"It's hard establishing a
rapport with the kids
sometimes Last week they
rejected the games I suggested, saying they were too
childish.'' saidTobey
"So we used their ideas."
he added
This way they
get more out of it "
Tobey praised the coordination of the program.
"Mr Joyce has it really
well organized The equipment is set up and ready for
use so we can get right into
activities. saidTobey.
ATTENDANCE ROSE
from seven the first Satur
day to nearly 25 the second
one at Crlm. Kenwood and
Conneaut. which have newer
gymnasium facilities, have
attracted
students
numbering in the 70s and
90s

CLAKK AIK BASE. Philippines
(API - Gerald Emil Kosh. an
American captured by the Chinese in
the battle for the Paracel Islands 11
days ago' was freed today and flown
here for treatment
Kosh, a 27-year-old Defense
Department employee from
Lafayette Hill. Pa. had been
reported suffering from hepatitis.
He was unshaven and told officials
at Clark Air Force Base he was
weak and tired.'' But he walked
unaided from the plane to the
ambulance bus that took him to the
base hospital.
Newsmen were not allowed to talk
with Kosh either after his release at
the Hong Kong border or on his
arrival at Clark. A flight surgeon
accompanied him on the plane from
Hong Kong.

Ohio rationing
COLUMBUS
(API
- 'The
government's proposed gas rationing
coupon program could cause
problems in Ohio, the head of the

«*
An all-time favorite* 100%
fresh ground beef, broiled
over open-flames, topped
with melted cheese

The economics department is planning to offer a four-hour
course dealing with the energy crisis spring quarter called
Energy Economics
The course, scheduled to be taught by Assistant Professor
of Economics William 1. Stringer, will be listed as
Economics 476. Seminar in Contemporary Economic
Problems
Tentatively scheduled for II am. Monday. Wednesday
Thursday and Friday, the course has no prerequisites
except an interest in the area

State Department of Highway Safety
said yeaterday
Frederick A Vierow said the
proposal, in which federal officials
would require Ohiu to mail gas
coupons to licensed drivers, could
lead to great expense and
inconvenient delays
Vierow said Ohio law does not
require an address change by
licensed drivers, and an estimated 3 2
million of the stale's 75 million
licenses may list incorrect addresses
Vierow said he notified William E
Simon, head of the Federal Energy
Office.
of
the
possible
difficulties.

Queen city
CINCINNATI (API - The rotunda
of the Cincinnati Union Terminal,
once the busy hub of train service,
may see the return of railway
activity after all
Cincinnati City Council voted
Wednesday to apply federal funds to
purchase the building A price of one
millions pollars in being asked by
Cincinnati Union Terminal
City officials are hopeful ol using

^
Good Only At
510 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

Radiation
WASHINGTON lAPl - The
government disclosed plans today to
create a special warning system
designed to minimize radiation
casualties in the highly unlikely"
event of a major accident in a nuclear
power plant anywhere in the country
The atomic energy commission
said the system would involve a
centralized
computer-equipped
facility that would be linked with
nuclear reactor facilities across the
nation
The center would be manned
around the clock and equipped with
sophisticated communications and
weather-analyzing gear

Every Week
Wed. thru Sat.
Entertainment

Nightly (No Cover)
Pitcher Beer- Snacks

Now Appearing

THE JAKE BAND

Mexican Music
For Your Enjoyment

Coupon Good Thru F»b 12.19 74!

the terminal as part of the proposed
Cincinnati - Columbus - Cleveland
passenger route
The City also hopes to House its
(jucen City Metro bus operation in the
lower levels of the building An
application will be made to the US
Urban Mass Transit lUMT) agency
Under I'MT. a second tenant would
be required (or the upper floors
Amlrak moved out of the terminal
last year.

The Cardinal
Room

Fine
ywrr** MEXICAN
^r^ Dining

with this coupon

the sacrifice of other educational and material needs
needed on campus."' said
Elsass
He said about $14,000 has
been collected, but approximately $20,000 is still
needed.
If we are not able to
raise this additional money
in the next several months,
we feel we should abandon
the plan and consider alternatives (or the money the
people donated." he said

Course to study energy crisis

proudly brings you

2 590
.A

committee, composed of
interested persons in
Northwest Ohio and some
faculty, mot to discuss ways
to reduce the cost.
Also, persons from the
department of industrial
education and technology
have volunteered to have
students help rebuild the
interior, he said
With these revisions, the
cost is now estimated at
$35,000. to come entirely
from donations. Elsass said
"It should be done, not at

a ALAMO RESTAURANT

y Cheeseburger

8-12 midnight - Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
presented by UAO

■■•

MWttrs I

mini
2 990

with this coupon

This is the BIG one. A
BIG patty of ground beef,
broiled over open flames
Good Only At
served on a toasted bun.
510 E. Wooster
with lettuce tomato, sweet
Bowling Green
onion, and melted cheese.
Coupon Good Thru Feb 12.1974

Elsass said a one-room
schoolhouse. built in 1875,
has been donated to the University by the family of
Frank E Linder. a farmer
near Norwalk. Ohio.

Released

to area recreation program
INSTALLATION ot
security gates in the schools
by the city this summer
made their use possible
The gates cordon oil the
gymnasium from the rest ot
the building to prevent
vandalism
Lack ol supervision for (he
youngsters also was a
problem in the past said

rebuild it on campus.
The schoolhouse would be
rebuilt south of the
Education Building and west
of Commons
Elsass said the project
began four years ago when a
decision was made to look
into possibilities of
relocating a schoolhouse as
part of an education
memorabilia collection.
He said many schoolhouses have been considered, including one south
of Bowling Green which
collapsed due to heavywinds last week, but the
Norwalk schoolhouse was
chosen because it is "very
aesthetic."
Two years ago. the cost of
the project, which included
transportation, excavation,
brick laying and rebuilding
the interior, was estimated
at about $75,000. Elsass said
However, he said that last
spring he and the advisory

newsnotes

University students give boost
The combined ottorts Of
Bowling Green residents
and University students are
making a long-awaited
Saturday recreation
program
tor
a re I
youngsters a reality
The program open to
elementary and junior high
school students Utilize! the
gymnasiums ot Conneaut.
I'rim. Kenwood and Ridge
ICIementary Schools along
with the city's junior high
school
We've been trying to gel
into the school buildings for
years, but without success
until this year, said Kit
Joyce, city recreation
director

schoolhouse are lost to the
past, but a replica of those
days might be built on
campus. David G. Elsass.
dean of the college of
education, said yesterday.

with this coupon

A large golden fish fillet
topped with melted cheese.
fresh crisp lettuce, and our
special tartar sauce ... on
I a toasted
maaicu HUM
bun

**1

Good Only At.
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Bowling
— » Green
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Located in the
Stadium View Plaza
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Open Mon.-Fh. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. - Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
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Send your film to be developed to Best
Photo We guarantee to return clear,
sharp pictures on high quality, silkfinish paper. If we don't, we'll refund your
money. Not a rip off but a sincere, honest
promise
Our student representative on your
campus has distributed mailers throughout the campus. Look for the display
box in stores, laundromats, and restaurants.
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I Crisis changes Amtrack status

UAO CAMP
Political Awareness Film:

Sometimes A
Great Notion

Robert Redford
_•

in

3

THE CANDIDATE

Jf Friday
* 5:30
* 8:00
* 10:30

j

Saturday
•
2:00 p.m. Matinee .
5:30
8:00
'l-OO
Wl,h ID
10:30

210 Math-Science

•

with
Paul Newman and Henry Fonda

105Hanna
Friday and Saturday
5:30 - 8:00 - 10:30
with ID

Special Sunday
Matinee
2 p.m. in 210 M-Sc

••••••••••••-*• •••*•*■

i APi
Amtrak, the
nation's government-backed
rail passenger corporation,
has sloganeered. advertised,
bought locomotives, refurbished cars, lobbied on
Capitol Hill and negotiated
with
money-starved
railroads for three years
now. trying to put the
romance back in rail travel.
Now the energy crisis is
bringing Amtrak the
business it pleaded for-but
faster than
anyone
expected, and sometimes in
crisis proportions

The result: Some officials
predict travelers switching
from autos and planes will
find the going tough.
Amtrak officials point to
improvement programs, but
the biggest changes are
from one and one-half to five
years away. And the biggest
problems have been when
people most want to travelon holiday weekends and in
vacation peaks.

t

THE HARD fact is that
Amtrak is accustomed to
handling about one per cent

We could always
put a new label on it,
call it a snack...
and charge you more.

of the nation's intercity
passenger traffic. Most of
those travelers-87 per centgo by auto. 10 per cent use
airplanes, and 3 per cent
ride buses. Even a one per
cent shift of auto traffic
would double Amtrak's
ridership
A SEMI-PUBLIC corporation
backed
with
government funds. Amtrak
took over running all but a
handful of America's intercity passenger trains in
May. 1971 The railroads had
long since lost interest,
standing by while passenger
travel fell from 96 billion
passenger miles in 1944 to 9
billion,
including
commutation, in 1971.
The aim in creating
Amtrak was to trim the rail
passenger system to one
serving about 20 major
American cities as well as
intermediate points, on
23.000 miles of track, and to
slowly rejuvenate it with
new equipment and
amenities in which private
railroads wouldn't invest.

Growth--if
any-was
expected to be slow, perhaps
12-to- IS per cent a year.
Hut in the first 'three
months of the energy crisis,
it hasn't been slow. It's
mushroomed, with the
advent of gasless Sundays.
50 mile an hour highway
speed limits, and curtailed
air schedules.
"THE LAST TIME I rode
back by car it took all day.
driving at 50." said Jack
Yellin at Washington's
Union Station after
returning to college by train
from New Brunswick. N.J.
"I'm not looking for rides at
school any more. The extra
time just isn't worth it."
Amtrak officials say they

can't tell how many habits
have changed for good, but
Yellin had a lot of company
in the pre-holiday days when
the energy crisis first hit.
Revenues in November,
including price changes,
were up 50 per cent over
November
1972
Overall
ridership in December was
up 18 per cent over
December
1972.
And
advance bookings were
coming in at a rate almost
two and one-half times that
of July and August.
To cope in November,
Amtrak said, it was able to
run 25 per cent more cars on
the same 210 daily trains
over roughly the same 23.000
miles of track as the year
before.

H.U.R.T. trash drive tomorrow
Help Us Recycle Trash (HURT) will hold its monthly
trash drive tomorrow from 9:30 am to 12:30 p.m. at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 South College Drive.
The organization will accept newspapers, magazines,
mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, IBM cards, aluminum,
glass bottles and jars.
Only seamless or aluminum beer cans will be accepted.

[ HEY COULD Yk PLEASE HURHYj
Gerber belay foods taste
like delicious snacks,
because they are.
Great puddings. Luscious
fruits. And special treats,
like peach cobbler or
blueberry buckJe.
Getter baby -foods
cost less than snacks,
because they aren't
Sold lite those snacks
in pull-top cans.

Gerber baby-foods
come in convenient-size
jars—enough-for
one serving.

grsscsHE CAN PULLM

—icANr—

UN ED DESSERT

'EACH COBBLER
Gerber baby foods don't
havfeto be refrigerated
until theyVe opened.
So you can keep
them anyvvhere
for snacking anytime.

Next time you're
snack-hunting,
look for Gerber
in your campus
vending machine.
Gerber Products Company, Fremont, Michigan 49412

University Court Apts.
Clough St. at Mercer St -1 block from Campus

Nov. Accepting Lease Applications
For June and September
Married Couples and Mature Singles
From $147°°
Single Students 3 & 4 man rates
(Limited number available)
Featuring; Excellent sound control, heating
Cooking & cooling included in rent, spacious
Apartments and Quality Furniture

For Appointment to see - Call 352-0164
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRI. 1-5 P.M.
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Mojo Theatre readies plays;
presents challenge to directors
By Mirk Glover
Staff Writer
Mojo Theatre is working
on a three-in-one entertainment package.
The black theater group Is
In the middle of arranging a
major production that will
feature three black plays to
be shown in one evening
The job of juggling and
balancing the trilogy lies
basically in the hands of two
persons, Pat Upshaw and
Claudia Cooper,
both
graduate students in speech.

Sheryl
Sandujky,
Mphomof* (Ed.), survey* iem« ol th« 100
winning booki in an
American Initiluie el
Graphic Arl* contest.
The exhibit on the 5-8
floor* of tho Library
will continue through
Feb. I. (Newsphoto
by Michael Grene)

COOPER is directing the
production of "Cine." the
novel by Jean Toomer The
production is set in the
period after the Civil War
with players reading poetry
and excerpts from the novel
Upshaw directs the other
parts of the production,
serving both as a director
and coordinator One of
these works is called "It
Has No Choice." a two-character play dealing with an
interracial couple and the
problems they face in a
society. The work was
written by Ed Bullins.
The other production
under Cpshaw's direction is
"Sister Son ji," a black play
by Sonja Sanchez The script

Evidence backs Dean's story
WASHINGTON (API - An
assistant special Watergate
prosecutor said yesterday
evidence supports the story
told
under oath by
presidential accuser John
W Dean III
"Based on the evidence
we have accumulated so far
we have no reason for
believing that Mr. Dean has
committed perjury in any
proceeding." Richard Davis
said in federal court.
It was the first public
statement from the office of
special prosecutor Leon
Jaworski
directly
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A TAPE recording of that

meeting is in the hands of
the prosecutors and grand
jury
Dean also swore the
President said Watergate
defendant E. Howard Hunt
had
been promised
executive clemency and that
paying hush money was no
problem.
Nixon denied
making the statements.
Meanwhile, the prosecutors who have handled the
Watergate cover-up investigation and White House
lawyers met yesterday with
Chief i U.S. District Judge
John J. Sirica. The subject

row
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contradicting Sen. Hugh
Scott (R-Pa.i who says the
White House has evidence
Dean lied
Scott was unavailable for
comment.
Dean has told the Senate
Watergate committee that
he left a meeting with
President Nixon Sept. 15,
1972.
feeling
that the
President was aware "of
what had been going on
regarding the success of
keeping the White House out
of the Watergate scandal "
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RUSH.
MINIMUM ORDER - 2 ALBUMS - WE CAN SUPPLY ALL CURRENT TOP LP'S
LISTS OF MANY OTHER CURRENT TOP IP'S AND TAPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
Add postif e and handling charges of 45« for first 2 items and 25c for each additional item.
A double album counts as 2 Kerns when figuring postage charges.
Send checks or money orders to. EMPIRE INDUSTRIES • Dept. •

discussed at the 45-minute
gathering was not disclosed,
and the transcript was
sealed.
Leaving the courthouse,
the
President's chief
Watergate
lawyer-James
D. St. Clair-said Nixon
"expressed last night in his
speech a firm desire to bring
investigations to a speedy

BY 400 YEARS OF MODERNIST
INDOCTRINATION!!
At Last! Discover the amazing truth about the most misunderstood period In the history of civilization; the era that
gave us the university, inalienable rights, organized labor,
high-rise building, the novel, musical comedy, even theater
in the round.

"I'M HOPEFUL that we
can continue to work with
Mr Jaworski's committee,
but there has to come an
end at some point, and we'll
just have to consider the circumstances as they
hereafter occur."

The three separate plays
not only challenge the
directors' ability to mix
scripts and characters, but
also poses an interesting
situation in making the
trilogy cohesive for a single
night's
performance.
Shakespeare was confronted

The Bowling Green representatives to the Association
of College Unions-International (ACU-I) Regional
Games Tournaments were
chosen last week in tournaments sponsored by the
Union Activities Organization (UAO).
The winners of the
bowling,
billiards,
table
tennis and bridge tournaments will travel to Kent
State University for the Feb.
8-9 contests A chess team,
chosen from the Campus
Chess Club, also will
compete.
Winners of the tournaments were:
-Bowling (women): Libby
Jennings, sophomore (Ed I;
Cindy Brock, sophomore
IA&S); Jean Atkin, sophomore
( B. A. );
Donna
Michalski. senior i Ed. i and
Terry Chamberlain, senior

And, to put it all together, a special
seminar:
Section 4072, Medieval Origins of Modem Culture
(Arts & Sciences 300)
See the course schedule for details

THE COORDINATED QUARTER IN MEDIEVAL STUDIES

junior i A&S). and Joe Krnc,
senior (Ed);
-Billiards: Mike Nadler.
senior (A&S). and Barb
Williams, sophomore
(AM);
-Bridge:
Ralph Baty.
graduate student, and Mike
Burtch, senior (B.A.) were
the winners. Runners up
Paul Tessler. junior (B.A.),
and Ken Sterba, sophomore
(Ed.), also will go to Kent;

-Table tennis: Kirk Frey.
freshman (Ed ) went undefeated;

-Chess: Ed Deiner, sophomore (B.A.), Steve Glass,
sophomore (B.A). Chuck
Uiebert. sophomore (A&S).
and Steve Javornik. freshman (B A).
Accompanying the teams
will be bowling coach Bob
Chamberlain and UAO
board members Bill Ryan,
junior (B.A.). and Kathy
Siegwarth. senior (Ed ).
Expenses for the entire
contingent will be paid bv
UAO.

presents

Jo Jo Gunne

(AM);
-Bowling (men):
Bob
Kreimes. senior (Ed.);
Mike Harvey, junior (A&S);
Doug Repp, sophomore
(A&S);
Steve
Winters.

and

Spooky Tooth
8:30 p.m. Sat Feb. 9,1974
ATPLANTLANDPALADIUM
(Formerly Toledo Sports Arena)

Toledo, Ohio
Only $3 75 Advance; 1479 Door

Environmental Studies Cluster College

A PRIM0 CONCERT Y'ALL

16 Hours of Academic Credit

for information:

Monday Feb. 4th 8 p.m. • Math-Science 220
Tuesday Feb. 5th 8 p.m. - Math-Science 220

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

SHOP VATANS
GIGANTIC SALE
NOW!
20% off
ENTIRE STORE

MERCER RD. at Cloush St

Now Accepting Lease Applications
For June and September
Married Couples and Mature Singles -12 mo. leases
Group Rates for
9 & 12-month leases
Featuring:
2 b.r. spacious apts. w. balcony. Excellent sound control, heating, cooking, & airconditioning, cablevision included in rent Quality furniture, limited number of
lakeside apts. available.

For appointment to see

Call 352-0164
M W F 1-5 p.m.

©

Sunday
Family Buffet
11A.M.-3P.M.

Section 1467, Chaucer (English 400)

Section 1272, Medieval and Modem education
compared (EDFI 408).

Rehearsals for "It Has No
Choice" and "Sister Son/ji"
will be held from 1-4 p.m.
tomorrow and Sunday from
in 209 University Hall.
All interested persons are
invited to watch rehearsals

TICKETS at Finder's, Sound Assoc Metamorphosis, Acapulco's
Princess Hotel (while they last), & all Toledo outlets.

Medieval French Literature in
translation (Exper. Stud. 101-301)
Section 2560, Medieval & Renaissance Musk
(Musk 220)

22-23 in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre. University Hall.
Cooper
will
hold
rehearsals tomorrow and
Sunday from 1-4 p.m. in 208
University Hall for "Cane."

UAO announces students
to compete ot Kent State

Section 1798, Medieval History (Hist 444)
Section 1708, Medieval German Literature in
translation (German 480)

COOPER said
she
conducts her rehearsals to
perfect the play and to
practice exercises relating
to all plays in general
Both Cooper and Upshaw
are optimistic about the
trilogy as a finished product.
The production is scheduled
to be shown at 8 p.m Feb

WHY NOTI

The Middle Ages invites you to get better acquainted. This
Spring, choose from courses in
Section 0662, Late Medieval Art (Art 449)

with the same challenge of
blending several stories into
one

Spring Quarter In The Black Swamp?

P.O. Box 1313
Prrtsburi, Pa. 15230

STUDENTS DUPED

conclusion so the people
involved will be properly
dealt with...." and added:

calls for one character, and
Linda
Moore, graduate
student, will perform the
dramatic monologue.

GttY 3.25 FOR ADULTS

taoun
PLUS

HAPPY HOURS MONDAY-FRIDAY 4 p.ra-6 p.m. AT
THE RED FOX LOUNGE. COCKTAILS, PLUS
FREE HOT & COLD H0R d'OEUVRE
and
BROUGHT BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND "MARTIN'S MOVING
COMPANY". ENTERTAINMENT HOURS CHANGED TO
8:30 p.m. UNTIL 2 a.m. DANCE
& DINE TO YOUR FAVORITE

\ / n. A
CX
•
^oVuJlo&l, £)vurv

MUSIC.

1550 LWooster St, Bowling Green

WE DON'T SELECT A FEW ITEMS,
WE'VE PUT THE SALE IN EFFECT
FOR THE WHOLE STORE!

small
and
large

oriental
designs
many
colors

ALL TAPESTRIES

Jewelery
Shop from many countries for your
jewelry needs - earrings, rings, necklaces, pendants.

ALL GREATLY REDUCED.
Lovely
Wedgewood

,

for your
selection.

Clocks
Many Styles To Choose From.
SHOP NOW
FOR
COMING
OCCASIONS

0/TriB

master charge
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Yes, classical sound of Yes successful
Review by
Frank Johnson
First let's lay the ground
work. Yes has achieved
superstardom in a relatively
short time
They've made it big on the
top 40 scene as well as being
part ol the basic repertoire
of heavy music freaks
Yet the great thing about
this is that Yes isn't the
usual
vocal group
that
mangles the airwaves Yes'
main strength comes from
their instrumenlals. very
much more so than their
vocals
DON'T let Jon Anderson,
lead singer and wordsman of
the group, tell you otherwise He may say he's the
group's leader, but it is Ihe
group's unique playing that
has made the group a huge
success
I II admit my narrowmindedness by saying I'm
talking about Yes from the
"Fragile"
album
on
Anything before that really
dMtn't
count
with me
Before that. Kick Wakeman
wasn't featured on the keyboards
With
the
"Fragile'
album, the group s overall
sound changed I rum that of

CINEMA I
EVENINGS
7 30 & 9 30
SUNDAY MATINEE
200
350
540

bubblegum group to one of
spacey
serenity
and
majesty
Yes' classical
sound, can be explained
easily since Wakeman was
trained
in
the
classics
before going into rock
IF THE REST of Yes was
ever legitimately trained
really doesn't matter. In
recent months. Wakeman is
all that matters.
Following the
Fragile"
album was Close to the
Edge." featuring the now
famous. typical-Yes self-indulgent lyrics that abound
any material of Anderson's
You don't try to make any
sense
out
of
them-you
might pick up a coherent
phrase or two in the course
of the album -but a popular
explanation is that the words
become lost in the sound ol
the instruments
Well. I admittedly can't
read music either
"Close
to
the
Edge'
seemed to be an experiment
to see how long listeners
would sit for a single song
The m iiiniuir title track
Clicked and paved the way
lor more

Wakeman started to get
the lime light with his "The
Six Wives of Henry VIII
Wakeman was accepted as
keyboardist
extrodinaire.
gaining more press notice
than
his
group
ever
received, not only in rock
and underground magazines,
bul feature stories in more
respectable print like Time
magazine
ALL OF Yes is featured on
the album, the two changing
drummers
as well;
all
except Anderson: it wasn't a
vocal piece
Yes went on to further test
the
listeners
limit
by
releasing the three-record
live set of music called
"Yessongs."
You
must
admit that the group had
guts to bring that monster
out since it is live versions
of stuff already on albums.
The only new material is
Wakeman (see how gets
around'.'i doing a bit from
Henry VIII
And then
these live tracks sound a lot
like the original tracks Only
Ihe "Chicago IV" album had
tried that gamble, but Yes
made pay off even better.
This leads up to the

Faculty creates senior award
The computer science department has established a
Faculty award for the outstanding senior in computer
science
A SIIMI cash prize and achievement certificate will be
presented al ""' '''"' "' lnc academic year The computer
science faculty will select the winner from a list submitted
by students

newest release from Yes,
another
monster set to
prove the listener endurance
theories
garnered
from
earlier releases.
The album is titled "Tales
from Topographic Oceans"
lAtlantic
2-9081.
Its
contents: two records, each
with two songs, making a
grand total of four, each
about 20 minutes Ions.
If any blame Is to be
made, Jon Anderson gets it
all.
On
the cover,
he
explains how he developed
the idea during his last
American tour. He also lets
us
in
on
the
album's
meaning.
The album's production
isn't overly gaudy, however,
since the guys are musicians
and use basics The group is
electronically powered, but
basic none the less.
Each side tries to convey
part
of
Anderson's allencompassing view of life
Each side also tries to take
in
a
band
member-musically. not figuratively
as
Townshend
with
"Quadrophenia "

case you try to follow them,
as they are lost in the
superior musicianship of the
group.

Wakeman
array of
include
mellotron.

Side two is Wakeman's:
"The Remembering." Not
as wordy as the first side,
the slack taken up in great
instrumenlals headed up by

The third side contains the
least amount of words and
the most guitar work. The
side finishes
up
with
classical guitar, for quite a

length, all pivoting around
Steve Howe.

and his fabulous
keyboards which
piano,
organ,
and synthesizer.

AMSWtt TO PREVIOUS PUZZIE

ACROSS

1
2
3
.

25 Except.
26
28
30
11
33

5
6
7
8

Blark Sra port,
Sheriff- men.
Marble.
Corny expletive.
Lord Avon .ml

9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24

family.
37 Suffix'in
rheniinlry.
38
10
11
13

42 Staled without
proof.
44 Vatican chapel.
46 Narrow dilch.
48 Passed the tray.
49 Crookedly.
50 Hogs.

61 Small sinning
bird.
62 Noun suffix.
63 Part of a fare.
64 Legislate.
65 Do a gardener's
chore
66 Worker.
6? Offire table*.

1 Mountain in
Greece.
6 Talk.
10 Artist I li.iu.ill.
14 Artrew Rigg.
13 Valley, at in
the Anil.16 Beehive Slate.
17 Addition to a
building.
18 Reversal of
altitude.
2D Frankfurter*:
Colloq,
22 Dallies.
23 City in
California.

Mi .tnllimpii
Type uf ran.
Fragianl vtood.
Cake-hop arli-l.

ll Scrutinize.
i . Bingo, "ih

26
27

pit i HI i
47 Pliable rudi for
basketry.
l1' Wall-facing
stone.
'-' Most IIIHAI it in.>\ Sugar.
.*i6 Do ii li-.-:'- job.
~>'l I .ii ,■«■ rrptile.

2U
32
34
35
36
38
39
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Essen.
Okinawa port.
Peninsula.
Fabric design.
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An experience in the sciences of

Chemistry
Computer Science

Geology
Philosophy
Physics

!

**w^j»_/sK3ra»fc

.-.'* t«.t/ju

12 or 14 hrs. credit towards science group requirements
SUNDAY OPENING Till
iOO ADULTS 11 00

«iw»

For details and registration, come to:

CLaSSIFIED

105Hanna^ltenday'FebrMry4,7:00pm-

COMING SOON'

"AMERICAN
GRAFFITI"

CAMPUS CALENDAR

*"** Tuesday, February 5, 7:00 p.m.

Friday. February 1.1*74
The Upper Room Coffeehouse has re-opened tonight
and tomorrow night from 8-1 am

Up for Oi rien tation

Leader Interviews

Saturday, February 2.1*74
The Women's Gymnastic Team will have a meet
against Ohio Slate today at 1 p m in the North Gym of
the Women's Building
Sunday. February 3.1*74

©7+

* L

nnnH annrjo
H 0 c ■ck'ioH'. El*
A N
nno on RID

S E

51 From thi* time.
53 Evening, in

DOWN
Jewish month.
Prong.
Designating some
garments.
O. W. Holmes'*
"shay."
Angles' allies.
Gorge.
Fireplace ledge
— St. Lawrence.
Shaw's home.
Zodiar sign.
Muled.
of Two Cities
Sprints
Fischer's forte.
Christmas deror.
Syruph.int.
Orange-colored
fruit.
Auditory.
County in
Florida.
A single time.
Army division.
And so forlhs:
Lai.
Al hand.
Without: Fr.
Balkanite*.
Fragranre.

f

by Garry Trudeau

600P
M0RNIN6.
CZAR.

i

.Biology

Sign

E

DOONESBURY

CINEMA H

drummer

Copr "71 Gen'l Feature. Corp.

b^

— Spring Quarter —

members,

Alan White and bassist Chris
Squire. There seems to be a
lot of seemingly endless
guitar riffs, including a few
from earlier albums. The
inevitable drum solo is here
as well, making the last side
a pale ending for the album.

The fourth side is the most
unstructured, and probably
the worst. It comes closest
to a jam session than
anything Yes has ever done.
This seems to be the spotlight side for the other two

DAILY CROSSWORD POZZLE

THE album's first side is
tne more vocal of the four,
and thus belong to Anderson
"The Revealing Science of
<.ml
i.ilk
about
allencompassing The words,
as does Anderson's vocals,
travel around for a time
never really going anywhere, but sounds nice none
the less The bloody lyrics
arc even printed for you. in

The Second Science
Cluster

Yes

Weekdays now thru Feb.
8 a.m. to 5 D.III.
405 Student Services

1

V.»^^riehtdtion
Interviews begin Feb. 4
6 to 10 p.m.

The BGSU Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight at 7
p.m in 203 Hayes Hall
UAO will have a TEAM OF FOUR BRIDGE MATCH
In the Alumni Room of Uie Union, today Play begins
at 1 o'clock for teams who have pre-registered For
further information phone 353-7574 8 Trophies
awarded.
The Fln-n-Falcon Scuba Club will hold a meeting
tonight at 6 p.m in the Natatorium.
The BGSU Karate Club will hold a practice session
tonight from 64 pm in 201 Hayes.
Monday. February 4,1*74
There will be a German Club Meeting tonight at 7:30
p.m in 210 Math-Science Building It will be followed
by a German movie al 8 00 p.m.

PHYSICS COURSES OF GENERAL INTEREST
SPRING QUARTER 1974
Section 0501, A & S100 • Physics of Modern Astronomy.
(Ptak-Stoner)
An investigation of the physical concepts used to understand recent astronomical discoveries
including newly discovered objects such as pulsars and quasars. The emphasis is on
phenomena on a galactic and extragalactic scale, and some observational work will be part of
the laboratory. A telescope will be available. No special mathematical background will be
needed. A similar course has been offered in the Little College Program and the Continuing
Education Program in 1972. Four credit hours (3-5 MW).

Section 3359, Physics 100 - Introduction to Physics. (Bowman)
A study of the major principles and concepts of physics with emphasis on the scientific
approach to problems. This quarter is coordinated with Chemistry 100 offered during the
winter quarter to avoid unnecessary duplication. There are no pre-requisites. Four credit hours
(12 MTWR).

Section 3360-3364, Physics 101 - Patterns of Physical Inquiry.
(Duncan-Singleton)
Examination of contribution of physics to many areas of natural science. Lecturers are chosen
from many departments. One class per week (F) involves the student in laboratory type exercises. There are no prerequisites. Four credit hours (10 MWRF).

KLEIDER MACHEN LEUTE tl*40> BWGS7
A film based on the novel by Gottfried Keller Weiuel.
a tailor's journeyman, is mistaken for a count and
given a ceremonious reception by the people of
Goldach He is not at all at home in his involuntary
part, although it is of great help to his affair of heart
Nettchen. his love, forgives him generously when he
finnally succeeds in revealing his true identity.
Director:
Helmut Kautner
Starring:
Heini
Ruhmann. Henna Feller The movie will be shown
tonight from 8-9: JO p.m in 210 Math-Science Building
LOST AND FOUND
110 reward for lost
wallet. No questions
asked. Call Dale. 3S28614.
Reward - Black cat with
white underside Sand
Ridge Rd area Call
collect 1-244-1684 day. or
1-242-9847. for Nancy

HELP WANTED
Full time bar maids or
bartenders
wanted
Apply in person. Petti's
Alpine Village 11? N.
Main St 353-0512.
WANTED
Drummer & singer for
rock n roll band. 1-5755
Spg qtr 1 man to share 3
man apt ISO mo Incl. all
util. Off St. prkg fall
352-8148

USED DIAPHANOUS
EARTH OR DYNAFLO
AQUARIUM
FILTER
152-0850
2 m to sublease 4 man
apt at C.H.V Avail.
Feb. 1865 mo 352-8865.
11, rmmt. needed winter
4 spring. Close to
campus Call mgr. at 3529302

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTIONS: For free
information and referral,
call A.F.P.I.O.. a nonprofit organization at
12021785-1077.
ABORTIONS:
Safe,
Indiv. care; from 1100
For appt. dial clinic
direct at (SB I 785-35613650 or 12021 8.^3813-3814
DC.
FAMILY
MEDICAL CENTER

f»

INC 919-18th St. N.W.
Ste 121 Washington. DC.
Across from Doctor's
Hospital.

Be Bop Boo; The AX's
are after you to twist and
shout at Ihe 50s
roundabout
^^

Tvping done All kinds
372-2764 before 5pm

Beth, happiness is having
you as a Big! Kappa
Delta Love. Joanne.

Attn.
Mortar
Board
nominees: Return green
information sheet to 440
Student Services on or
before Feb. 1.

To "Big" Schweppie and
the Mad Pomegranate.
Happy Anniversary! May
such friendships be
eternal Love. Kathy

Exit Magazine is a
weekly area arts and
leisure guide to Northwest Ohio Buy it at
Newsstands today

Schwepper, four down
and forever to go. Happy
Anniversary. Love, the
Mad Pomegranate

TOR KENT

Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy
terminated
by
licensed* certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service.
216-631-1557.
Exper repair of small
elec & plumb problems.
Odd jobs considered 3524207.
„ 352-9116 after 5 p.m.

PERSONALS
To my "Adopted Big"'
Sharon Hall - Congrats on
your presidency of Panhel We are all so proud!
Mary.
Little P.J. - Keep on with
"Xi" hunt for me I can't
wait much longer. Love,
Your Big.
The Xi's proudly congratulate Sharon Hall,
newly elected President
of Panhel.
Alpha Sigs: 5.6. bun. 8
Xis suy thanx for a tea
that was great.
Marriage Preparation
Course at St. Thomas
Moore. Fullfills Cana
Instruction course
requirement.
Begins
Sun ,
Feb. 3.
Registration al 1:00 p.m.,
course at 1:30 p.m. Will
be repeated spring qtr
No fee. For more info.
call 351-7556.
Terrl - the bast "Big"' a
KD Bug could ask for!
KD
Love.
"Little"
Robin
Congratulations to Barb
and Randy on your
Gamma
Phi-Delt
pinning.
Love, Your
Sisters.
Dick - Thanks for such a
great time Sat. I could
have danced all night!
Carol.

TKE Lil Sis Rush Monday Nite, Feb. 4 at
Howard Johnson's Rum
Keg Room Call 352-1015.
ext. 264 for details i after
six I
DZ's • With brew al that
price. Zeke will fall off
the wagon. Get psyched
See you at Teke House
East
Correction to Green
Sheet Marriage Prep,
course at St Thomas
Moore begins with registration at 1:00 p.m.
Course at 1:30p.m.. Feb.
3 fullfills Cana Inst
requirements
Julie, smile always. 1
may not be there in
Warren, but I'm thinking
of my little Sia Love.
Kathy

Laurie, the hunt couldn't
have ended better! Love,
Your Little Sherry.

20% off entire store at
Vatans 109 N Main

Apt
for rent. Heat,
water. & central air
cond paid 2 large bedrooms. Fully furnished L
carpeted Cable TV Lshaped
living
with
balcony. Price It terms
are negotiable. Call after
6. ask for John, 352-0773
Apt to sublease to f.
spring
quarter
165
month Call evening. 3528354

FOR SALE
Panasonic AM-FM tuner
with turntable and stereo
cassette. Also Sony TC125 stereo cassette recorder player. Call 35536
Gibson Melody Maker
Double pick-up guitar.
Good condition 8100. 3610310.

Free, affectionate, gray,
litter trained kitten - has
had shots. Call 352-50a

66 Windsor
Mobile
Home
63x11
all
carpeted. Washer-dryer,
air conditioned skirted,
double
insulation. &
shed 55 Gypsy Lane 3545455.

Kappa Sigma Lil Sis
Rash is here. Feb. 3. AU
interested
women
Invited.

Ampeg amp. 1 cabinets. 4
twelves in each. Brand
new. 160 watts, covers.
wheels taxi List 1565

Jill. I'm so glad you're
my little Phi Mu Love,
Kathy.
Who will be the WILLIS
SEXTET pick for the
lucky Mousketeer this
weekend?

Interested in displaying
an exhibit in the Union'
Ca'l UAO Office 2-2343 or
Ron Rumes. 354-1833

Will sell for $850 1-3856621 or 1-381-0661 after
7:00p.m.
13" television set.
Portable
typewriter,
hockey skates. Complete
aquarium set up. 372
5769
1971 scuba tank 4
regulator. Also other
scuba equipment. 423

Darrow 2-576*
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Wrestlers seek a pair
to surpass .500 mark
By Jerry Maiek

Nieset, are all healed. If we
wrestle well, we should win
all three."
"Ball State will provide
the toughest competition for
us Eastern Michigan is also
good We'll wrestle Ball
State. EMU and Hillsdale. in
that order." he added.

The adage busy as a
beaver'' may soon be
changed to "busy as a
Falcon "
Bowling Green's malmen
will wrestle five teams in
the next seven days. The
Falcon squad is ready for
the challenge, coach Bruce
Bellard said.
The Falcons host a triple
dual tomorrow at Anderson
Arena beginning at noon
Ball State. Hillsdale and
Eastern Michigan will
provide the opposition

THE FALCONS, 5-6
overall, travel to Findlay
Tuesday and Kent State next
Saturday. They won't return
home until March 1. when
they will host the MidAmerican Conference
Tournament.
Six dual meet scores will
result from tomorrow's
meet
Ball State tied
Eastern Michigan earlier
this year, and Hillsdale is
competing in a triple dual
meet today.

"I won't be happy with
anything less than three
wins tomorrow,'' Bellard
said "Our three injured
wrestlers, Dave Wolfe.
Steve Taylor and Dave

The BG mat tutor plans to
use two different wrestlers
at each weight class
tomorrow, except at 134 and
167 lbs. Freshman Art
Komorowski will debut at
1M lbs., and senior Mike
Melting will go the route at
167 lbs.
Eastern Michigan brings a
23-6-1 record to BG, and they
lost to the Falcon grapplers
last year. 35-3 Eastern is
strong in lighter weight
classes, boasting a 17-13
mark in the first two
divisions.
Ball Sute (2-6-1) has six
wrestlers with 10 or more
wins and has already
competed in four tournaments this season Ball
State's top six men have a
combined mark of 81-34.

Tankers host Western
By Dick Rees
Staff Writer

Sophomore Tom Hall works to escape hit Miami
opponent in a moot held oarlior this month. Hall
will share the 142 lb. spot with sophomore Joe
Kosch tomorrow when the Falcons host a triple

Escape

dual moot. Coach Bruce Bollard will uso two
wrostlors in most of tho weight classes as the
matmen battle Ball State, Eastern Michigan and
Hillsdale. (Newsphoto by Joseph Darwal)

JV cogers aim to avenge loss
By Dick Rees
Staff Writer
JV coach Kick Schneider
expressed it best when he
said. "At Bowling Green,
you never like to Jose to
Toledo "

Along with the varsity.
Schneider's JV squad will be
out to avenge an earlier
defeat suffered at Toledo
tomorrow al 6-15 pm at
Anderson Arena.
The iirst encounter at the
Toledo Fieldhouse a month

■Kenny White
A salute
to hoop fans
HOOP SCOOPS:
Here's a special salute to the well wishers who greeted the
Falcons as they returned from Athens with a 74-66 victory
over Ohio University Wednesday night
The crowd, which was almost 250 strong, was an appreciative sight to a group ol hoopsters who performed brilliantly
on the road It's the kind of support the team needed as it
copped a share of the MAC top spot with the Bobcats, along
with being able to make an excellent run for the crown
It is the kind of necessary hoop hysteria this campus has
sorely lacked The Falcons are in the running (or the crown
and there is no better momentum device than the fans Let's
show the team we're behind them

• ••

The chances of Greg Wilson wearing a Falcon uniform
this year were narrowed down to a complete zero last week
when head athletic trainer Gary Rose ruled him unable to
play varsity roundball because of a bad knee.
Sickbay; Dick Selgo will be out of action for at least a
week and a half after suffering a sprain ankle Tuesday
night. Ron Grayson was in civies last night with a groin
problem What looked like a serious gash turned out to be a
small cut that Jack Wissman suffered to his head during the
OL' contest

• ••

Don't forget yourself, noise makers, banners and handkerchiefs tomorrow when Toledo invades "Haley's House of
Hoops."

BGSU RIFLE TEAM
Get Fired Up
Lots of Luck
Your sponsors
For Life that's more than just living,
get acquainted with Jesus Christ!

(raSTTKSAVWREVJUK&rC/^

ago saw the Falcons finish
the game with only four
players on the hardwood as
they dropped a 79-70decision
to the Rockets.
"WE WERE very limited
the first time we played
them.
Sch.ne.ider said,
referring to the fact that BG
only had the services of
seven players.
The guys will definitely
be up for the game." he
added
Schneider will send John
Arnold. Jay I'nderman. Dan
Hipsher. Ron Grayson and
either Kmmett Cheatham or
Steve Lamb out far the
opening tipoff.
I'nderman. Hipsher and
Lamb fouled out of Ihe last
contest with the Rockets

For personal counsel see
John Alan Kruefer, Pastor

805 Kioto Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Can CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

sellout, there should be a lot
ol people there early, and
that should help us psychologically." he added
Toledo outrebounded the
iFalcons in ths first
itsncounter by a 61-56 margin
ithey also had a better
shooting percentage (47
percent to 39 percent 1.
Bowling Green will be at
full strength for this contest
as subs Dave Sutton. Harry
Steve, Hank Stephens and
Jon Derryberry are set for
action

The Falcon swimmers are
hoing history repeats itself.
This time though, they
don't want tomorrow's 1:30
p.m. encounter with
Western Michigan at the
Natatorium to be as close as
last year's contest
Last season, the HI;
Western meet was decided
in the final relay with the
Falcons taking first place to
garner a 58-55 victory.
"IT'S GOING to be tight
once again...very light."
Falcon coach Tom Stubbs
said. "It could go down to
the last relay again
tomorrow."
The Western meet could
very well be the turning
point of the season for the
tankers, who sport a 3-4

SCHOOL
PROBLEMS?
EiriMel
nay offer RX via
■verseas training

And that s just the lefinnint
Into the iMfuair turner com Mules
I"* ptfpooOerJte diM.cuH, in sucteefl
ing at i loifijn Khooi the Euromed
pfcrum jlio include* in intensive
1? *ee* medical and conversational
language course mandatO'i (or all
students Five hows flaiiv. 5 da>s per
week ||?16 wtefcV the count n
given m the country where the student
mil attend medical uhoo'
in addition Euromed provides stu
dents with a 1? wee* intensive cui
tu'ji orientation program with
Amencan students no* studying medicine m that particular country serving
as counselors
Senior or graduate itafents currently
enrollea* m an Imencan university arc
elrgille to participate in tke furemef
■jylrjnM.

for application and further
information, phone toff tree

(800) 645-1234

or write.

Euromed. Ltd.
WOOWCtMlry «iai
Mtneala. NT 11501

For the second straight
year, brothers Mark and
Steve Breithaupt of
Saginaw, Mich., will be on
opposite sides of the pool.
Steve, a senior sprinter for
the Falcons, has been a consistent performer all year.
Mark, a Bronco sophomore, swims the 50-yard
freestyle and also owns
Western's top 200-yard
backstroke effort this winter
(2:06).
"We would have liked to
have Steve's brother come
here We tried recruiting
him out of high school, but
we didn't have enough out
of-state aid to offer him."
Stubbs said.

117 N. MAIN-353-0512

Featuring: A Tour of Italy With Our Italian Foods
$095
All You Can Eat For

O

includes: Spaghetti & Choice of Three Other Main Items
lasagna
egg plant parmigiano
gnocchi

ravioli
fettucini
chicken cacciatore

veal scallopini
veal parmigiano
mankotti

Also includes:

Wide
Open For Fun

Choice of soup or |uice, tossed salad, Italian bread & butter, coffee or tea

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOWI
5 till 11 in the Main Dining Room
Fri. & Sat. Nights Every Week
yBysususBSQ

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Molt Liquor

Union Activities Organization
presents

Maynard Ferguson

Sig Eps - Thanks
for the dinner.

and his

Orchestra

From Your
Golden Hearts

Sunday, February 3 - 8 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
Tickets: $4 reserved, $3 general

For the session starting Fill, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer
ican students in |aining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools

outstanding meet, it could
mean the difference in the
final outcome."

PETT1S ALPINE VILLAGE RESTAURANT

THE FALCONS' big task

252 S. Main St., Bowling Green
lea* Mfr M IJ^ le^ SeM oil» Cke< Ml tie.

will be to contain Til's two
big Freshmen, Dave
Speicher and Ken Smith
Speicher. a 6'6" 205 pounder
dominated the first
encounter with 27 points and
21 rebounds. Smith, another
6'6" hoopster. tallied 17
points and grabbed 16
rebounds against BG.
"Toledo is one of Ihe only
teams that can match us
physically up front.''
Schneider said
"We've been shooting real
well lately." the JV mentor
declared With the game a

record. Upcoming meets
with Kent State. Kenyon.
Miami, and Oakland
University certainly won't
be easy. Thus, a victory over
the Broncos would greatly
aid the Falcons.
"Overall, I think they may
be just a little bit stronger
than us." Stubbs said.
"Western lost to Notre
Dame and Northern Illinois
by almost the same scores
that we lost to both teams,"
the coach added.
Western carries a 6-3
record into the meet, but
Bronco coach Dave Diget is
concerned about getting
everybody healthy. Four
Bronco swimmers missed
last weekend's meet at Ball
State.
"Which ever team has a
hot' swimmer could be the
victor," Stubbs proclaimed.
"If one performer has an

On sale at 1st Floor Union Ticket Office

Bowling Green
State University

Symphonic
Band Concert
Mark S. Kelly, Conductor

FREE Rap Session: 4:30 p.m.

liF&wwwwm

A

Friday
February 1. 1974

Free and open
to the Public

Special Valentine "Tee's"
And "U-Trow" For That
Special Guy (or Guys)

¥

Use Your Imagination,
Make Him A Personalized Shirt
or U-Trow Printed In Seconds

8 p.m.
Union Ballroom
Gary Bales, horn soloist

Dear Valentine!

A

Lots of Samples in Stock at ^^

THE DEN

f

Tb«BGN«w»,

Rematch—
Rockets invade hoop house
By Kenny While
Sports Editor
Suddenly, il appears thai
1974 will be the year of the
Falcons
The Falcons are now 5-3 in
January and winners of the
lasl five oul of six ball
games which dale bark In
(he upsel over Miami Jan 12
in Oxford

THE

FALCONS own a

pcrferl home slate with six
consecutive victories
Wednesday
night
Ihe
Falcons upset Ohio 'in
versify
in
Athens
and
grabbed a share of the first
place in the MAC standings
with
the
Bobcats
Both
team's have 4-2 records
To
put
il
plainly.
Hoopmania is hitting this
campus
in
epidemic
proportions
'Ihe Falcons, those hoop

ambassordors from
the
Flatlands. are giving people
something to believe in
when it comes to seeing a
game of basketball
GETTING a ticket to
check out the Falcons right
now is tougher to get than
(50 scalp
tickets
hoop
fanatics buy to see the
Kmcks and Celtics trade
jumpers in the Garden
Tomorrow night the crowd

will be jammed pack and
jelly roll tight when the
Toledo Rockets provide the
opposition in an 8 30 league
encounter
at
"Haley's
House of Hoops "
F.ven the rats reportedly
lurking around the yard will
need a pass to get through
the gates.
The Falcon-Rocket clash
is Mother one of those must
games for both teams who

are entrenched deep into the
league race
BG is 4-2 in the MAC. and
they are coming off an
inspirational win over Ohio
University The Kockets are
one up on the Falcons this
year after handing them a
77-59 defeat earlier this
month
The Kockets. also 4-2 in
the MAC and tied with Ohio
and Hi. for the league lead,
handed Kent State an 86-55
defeat Wednesday night
"OUR players feel that
Toledo is the best team they
have faced this year,'' said
assistant cage coach Bob
Hill yesterday before the
team's practice.
"The Ohio game and this
game could be the turning
point of our year.' Hipl said
To win we are going to
have to put pressure on
Parker i Mike I and their
guards
I'at Haley will again start
Jeff Montgomery in place of
Dick Sclgo who suffered a
sprain ankle in practice
Tuesday
Cornelius
Cash.
Skip
Howard. Mark Cartwright
and.iack i)i No"Wissman
will be the other starters as
the Falcons seek to extend
their winning streak to three
games
The game will be aired on
WTO I. TV channel II

Mark Cartwright (no. 3) ditplayi tho no. 1 »ign from the bench as the final

No. 1

seconds tick away in tho Falcon's 74-66 victory over tho Bobcats at the
Convocation Center. Also watching the wanning moments are (left to right)
Joy Underman, Dan Hipsher, Bob Hotaling, head coach Pat Haley, assistant
coach Bob Hill and guard Jack Wissman. (Newsphoto by Jack O'Breia)

3

Jnck O'lire* si
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Wednesday night s 74-66 victory over Ohio University at
the Convocation Center was probably the biggest win ill the
season tor the Falcon cagers
Not only iliil Howling Green snap a seven game losing
streak to the Bobcats and avenge last year's humiliating
102-57 setback, but the victory put the Falcons in the
driver sseat in tin1 Mui American Conference race
The win enabled the Falcons to gam a three way tie for
Ihe conference lead with Ohio and Toledo
Tomorrow. Howling Green will get a chance to displace
the Rocket! front a share ol Ihe lop spot as well as avenge
an earlier 19 point loss at the Toledo I-'leldhotise
At the halfway mark, the Falcons are 4-2 in the league
with Ihe second ol Ihe Schedule in then I ami
Howling Green has tour league contests remaining at
home ami only two mi the road In addition to Toledo. Ihe
Falcons will play Miami Western Michigan ami ohm
University at home while traveling to Kent Slate and
Central Michigan
TOLEDO has loin road games remaining and only two al
home
in addition to journeying to Bowling Green
tomorrow, the Rockets must travel to Western Michigan
Central Michigan and Kent Slate They will hosl Ohio and
Miami
Miami, tied lor second place with Western and one game
behind the leaders, has three g.lines apiece at home and
away remaining
The Redskins will entertain Western
Michigan Central Michigan and Kent Stale
They will
travel to Howling Green. Ohio and Toledo
Ohio also has three games apiece al home and away lell
The Bobcats will hosl Kent Slate. Miami and Central and
will journey to Toledo. Western and Howling Green
The Ohio-Bowling Green clash is Ihe final game ol the
regular season lor both learns The contest will be played
March 2 at Anderson Arena It could very well be for the
league title
However, the most important contest tor the Falcons is
the one tomorrow night with Toledo at Anderson Arena
Bowling Green can I afford to look ahead
Another league loss would put the Falcons in a precarious
position They would have lo rely on another team to do
their dirty work for them Thai could be a cosily mistake

The race,
Team
BOWLING GREEN
Toledo

Ohio
Western Michigan

Miami
Central Michigan
Kent State

MAC
W-l.
4-2
4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
1-5 ,.,
Tomorrow

Toledo at BOWLING GREEN 8:30 p m
Kent State at Ohio
Western Michigan at Miami
Marshall at Central Michigan
Monday
BOW LING GREEN at Oral Roberts 7:30 p.m

Overall
W-L
11-S
13-4
10-7
9-7
7-*
7-10
8-9

Falcon guard Jack Wissman scores on a driving layup against

The BG NeWgJ

Ohio University's Walter luckelt in Wednesday night's game
at the Convocation Center. Bowling Green will attempt to

Score

O PORTS

No time to

J look ahead

The Falcons will hit the
road after tomorrow night's
game and catch a plane for
Tulsa. Okla.. where they
will play nationally ranked
Oral Roberts in a Monday
night affair
The contest
begins at 7 30 p m. and
WFOB-AM Channel 1430 and
96 7 FM will air the action.

remain in a tie for first place in ths Mid- American Conference
race when they host Toledo at Anderson Arena tomorrow.
(Newsphoto by Carl Seid)
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leers tangle once-beaten Broncos
Bj Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon skating crew
will ask the big question
tonight and loiiiinot row
How tough is the nation's
toughest
Division
Two
team''
Howling Green's leers t lit

14' will entertain Western
Michigan 116-1) tonight in a
7 30 starter .it Ihe Ice
Arena
The Broncos, who attained
varsity hockey status last
spring from (he NCAA, will
return the favor tomorrow
when Ihe) host BG al the
Kalamazoo Ice Arena in
Kalamazoo,
Mich
The
second game ol Ihe home
ami-home series also will
st.n I at 7 30 p in
FALCON MENTOR Ron
Mason is not taking the

Broncos lightly even though
the WMI program is very
young
I
think
thai
they
tWesternl are an excellent
Division Two team
said
Mason "On a given night.
they could beat anyone
When you're 16 I
you
must IH* doing something
right.'' he added
Some llnngs going right
lor
Western
aie
Hob
llutchins. Rob Hodge .'.nil
Joe
Wiernlk
The three
ol Ie nsive
aces
have
combined tor 111 points, led
by Hutchin s 44
In
addition
Bronco
goalies Weldon Good and
Steve Roth have rejected
shots with aggressive consistency Good has a phenomenal
goals
against
average ol ' 02
WMU is coached by Bill
Neai. former Ht; graduate

Ticket information

UNTIL LAST week, when
Lake Forest knocked the
Broncos oil in overtime i5
4i. Neils squad ot skaters

was

NCAA's

Ihe competition among the
three varsity puck stoppei i Don Boycl Al Saraclunar
and Mike l.iut' is quite

own doubtlul performer in
sophomore
center
John
Stewart "Stewie has been
troubled
with
a
sore
shoulder
in
preparing
tor
the
Broncos coach Mason has
moved big HohSchlitts back
lo the defense to team with
Brian
Celentano
Roger
Archer will slay paired with
Kevin Mac-Donald and Al
I.eitch
will
continue
exchanging
checks
with
Duffy Smith in the WMI
series
The Falcon offensive fire
works will be highlighted by
the return ol Ron Wise to
regular play
The senior
winger will play the line
with
Mike
Bart ley
and
freshman Jack Laine
Mason is undecided on
starting goalies for the
series tonight, saying thai

assistant lie is a major
factor in the rapid v.lulling
of the Broncos into Ihe
national hockey limelight

only

undefeated team
BG beat Ihe Foresters
twice last January at Lake

Forest, IS 4 and 6-4
All hough bad news has
been a rarity in the Broncos
hockey history, they will
have a slight disadvantage
when they skate against the
Falcons
Two
h i g h 1 y -1 o u t e d
freshman Jell Lindsay and
I'hil
Eve.
are doubtlul
starters
Lindsay
is
recovering from a fractured
ankle 1'ntil the injury, he
scored 21 points in his first
12 games
Kve missed the Lake
Forest series last weekend
due to inononucleosis

close
Hob Dobek could move
into Ihe top spot in Ihe
national
scoring
race
depending mi what Sieve
Culp ot Michigan State does
at
Michigan
Tech
this
weekend
Culp
leads

the
friendly
family
restaurants
FRIDAY:
FAMOUS FOODS

THE FALCONS have their

Basketball
Tomorrow night's basketball game against Toledo al
Anderson
Arena
is
a
complete sellout. Tickets
will not be sold at the gate
and basketball ID cards will
not be honored.
Tipolt time tor the varsity
game is 8 30 p m with the
JV contest beginning at 6 15
p ill The gates will open al li
p.m
The game will be
earned live and in color on

wTOI. TV. Channel 11
A basketball II) ticket
exchange will be in effect
for next Saturday night's
game
with
Miami
at
Anderson
Arena
The
exchange will begin Monday
morning at 9 a.m. al the
Memorial Hall ticket office.
A total of 600 general
admission tickets for the
Miami game will also go on
sale at J2 for adults and $1
for
students
Students

holding basketball ID cards
are guaranteed a game
ticket
providing
they
exchange b\5p 01 Tuesday
Basketball IDs will not be
honored at the gale
Ml
reserved seals are sold out.
•\ basketball ID ticket
exchange is MM in effect for
Wednesday
night's game
with Cleveland Slate II) s
will be honored at the gate

:-s*

*c

:WE HAVE::
* • GREAT HOURS

LOVE IS.

* Mon Fri
*Sat

: Having A Place •
• To Get Your Car •
• Worked On.
:
: We Service All ;
•
Foreign and I
: Domestic Cars •

:• DISHOP-DATSUN j\
*

North Dili* Hwy.
Bowling Green

f,

353-5271

i

*

8:00 a m.-8 00 p.m. *
8.00 am 6 pm #

«• CONVENIENT PARKING
at our front door

I • MODERATE PRICES
J»SMRTS
«

Hockey
A hockey ticket exchange
continues today in Memorial
Hall for tonights match
with Western Michigan at
the Ice Arena Tickets are
also on sale at J2 50 for
reserved seats and $'2 for
adult and SI for student
general
admission.
Faceoff time will be 7:30
p.m. with the gales opening
at 6.30 pm. Tickets will be
snild and exchanged al the
gate if available

Dobie
b\ one point with
84
VI a son
knows
that
a
I m tsion Two team dreams
ol klKK k:ng olt a major
college sqii.ul i.i earn a
reputation
Bronco coach
Neal
hinted at
such a
Strategy when he predicted
last spring that the twogame set with BG would be
ihe toughest part of his
i ookie club's 73 74 schedule

Boxed or on Hangers

* •DECORATOR FOLDS
4x

*
*
*

On your quality Drapes
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*

U0E. Napoleon

*

353-8212
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*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*

*
*
*
NAPOllON RD Jr.
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ALL THE

PERCH YOU CAN
t A 11 choice of salad
and potato !■/«/

SATURDAY NIGHT,
ALL THE CHICKEN
YOU CAN EAT
CHOICE OF SALAD
AND POTATO

'2.49

